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Item:
CPU Mount
Function: Allow easier
access to all sides of CPU
Mounting: Under worksurface, above the base pan, or
to the base pan
Finish:
-Black Powder Coat
Features:
-Small size allows for many
possible mounting locations
-Can be mounted to both
steel or laminate console
construction
Ergonomics:
-CPU can pull out and rotate
allowing easier access to
both the front of the CPU for
interfacing and the rear for
wiring.

With tool-free installation and a sleek silhouette, the CPU600 offers convenient access to ports and drives. Designed to allow for
quick hardware upgrades and repairs, it evolves with the user’s technology for easy maintenance and use. This flexible workspace
solution fits computers that are 3.5" to 9" wide and 12" to 20" tall.
-Under Desk Mounting. The CPU600 features an under-desk mount with a 360-degree swivel mount for easy access to cables and
ports, while also protecting the unit from dirt and other workplace hazards.
-Robust Design. Made of durable materials including steel and aluminum, the CPU600 was built to last. Its strength allows it to
accommodate CPUs weighing up to 50 pounds
-Plug and Play. An adjustable mounting plate ensures the CPU is centered and balanced, while Quick Track technology makes installation fast, simple and tool-free.
- Clever design features such as proprietary friction locks and Quick Track make installation and removal for servicing simpler and
quicker than any CPU holder on the market.
- Made predominantly of steel, followed by aluminum, the CPU 600 is highly recyclable
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